
COLLECTIVE VOLUNTEER APPLICATION AND AGREEMENT AND WAIVE OF LIABILITY

Clone Queen Genetics and Affiliates DBA THCPLANT.COM
(Operating with current Not-for-Profit Status legally in California)

Clone Queen Genetics/BankOF420.com VENDOR CONTRACT
A California-incorporated, Not-for-Profit collective of medical marijuana patients 

Outside Contractor Volunteer Agreement
This Volunteer Agreement describes the arrangement between Clone Queen Genetics Patient Collective and affiliates (“The 
Collective”) and _______________________________________________________(volunteer name).
 
We wish to assure you of our appreciation of your volunteering with us and will do the best we can to make your volunteer 
experience with us enjoyable and rewarding.

Role within Vendor Outside Contractor Department
This contractual agreement between CLONE QUEEN GENETICS PATIENT COLLECTIVE DBA BANKOF420.COM (Hereby "The 
Collective") and _____________________________________________________ (Hereby "The Vendor"), shall immediately and 
voluntarily serve as purpose to bind both parties into a mutual agreement of asset and cost distribution.  The Collective shall serve 
mediation between outside contractors, The Vendor, and qualified medical marijuana patients, and within this mediation assets will 
be transferred in a timely manner as prior agreements in writing shall detail between the parties involved.  The Collective shall serve
the purpose of advertising, marketing, pre-verifying, scheduling, and delivering The Vendors' products.  The Vendor shall serve the 
purpose of supplying, packaging, storing, and or shipping the products and will have a direct communication between The 
Collective's scheduling department and The Collective's delivery driver department and should maintain anonymity during the entire 
process. The Collective shall transfer asset's to it's corresponding vendors immediately following the corporate bank deposits at the 
end of each business day from The Collective's delivery drivers.  These transfers shall be considered and agreed upon in writing 24-
48 hours prior to advertising, and the terms of payment shall be considered payable immediately upon successful delivery of the 
vendor's products along with corresponding delivery driver deposits.  All vendor payment's shall be paid current via PayPal or Bank 
Direct Deposit before the start of business no later than the following day.  Additionally, The Vendor shall be automatically enrolled 
in our Hydroponics Delivery System, which will allow The Vendor to offer written request of discounted nutrients, supplies, carbon 
dioxide refills, and pesticides which will be delivered within 24-48 hours, upon prepayment of all requested goods and services.  This
Hydroponics Delivery System operates daily and requests may be made as The Vendor sees fit. 

All routes must be packaged and delivered on time.
It is The Vendor's responsibility to maintain an active handler's recommendation for medical marijuana and to maintain its effective 
date. 
Health and Safety Code Section 11368 states that anyone who forges or alters a prescription or controlled substance or who obtains
any controlled substance by a forged, fictitious, or altered prescription may be punished by imprisonment in the county jail or state 
prison for not less than six months or more than one year. Also stated: steal or redirecting monies received from medical 
prescriptions and donations qualifies as a Felony under current Federal guidelines.  Any theft of medication plants, or donations 
received for these must and will be reported to the local and federal authorities.  

I agree to the role laid out within this agreement.
Initial ____

I agree and understand that stealing controlled substances or donations for them is a prosecutable felony.
Initial ____

I agree that working for The Collective means handling potentially confidential information and agree to keep such confidentiality 
without sharing any information with anyone unauthorized in writing by The Collective to handle such information about The 
Collective inner workings, patient records, patient or collective addresses, or donation amounts.  Voluntary or involuntary transfer of 
information about patients and company records is a breach of this agreement and violation of patient and The Collective’s rights 
and will be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law.  
I agree to this, and agree to protect the confidentiality of The Collective 
Initial ______ 

This agreement is legally binding in honour between both parties and may be cancelled at any time at the discretion of either party. 
Neither of us intend any employment relationship to be created either now or at any time in the future.
I agree to all the terms and conditions presented within this properly explained and completely endorsed "Volunteer Agreement" 
from Clone Queen Genetic Patient Collective and it's affiliates.

Print Name: _____________________________________________________ Date: ______________

Sign Name: _____________________________________________________   

Authorized Collective Witness:    ______________________________________ Date: ______________

http://bankof420.com/
http://bankof420.com/

